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Your Impact

Are you an experienced cloud architect? Do you have a passion for building solutions to

help solve complex IT problems? Then we need you to join our team!

We aspire to be a strategic, digital business partner for our customers. We help them get Ahead

of Change. As an architect within our infrastructure team, you will play a crucial role in that.

We will help you grow personally and leverage your technical knowledge to become a trusted

partner for the IT department within our clients.

You will focus on Cloud architecture mainly within Azure to build cloud native solutions and

drive digital transformation at our clients. We will give you the opportunity to fully unleash

your passion and work on strategic projects for our clients. We currently have multiple

projects for datacenter migrations and application modernizations. You understand the

business and can translate it into IT solutions, requirement gathering is your hobby and the

R's of application modernization are not unknown to you. Help creating roadmaps is

something you love to do for breakfast and supervising implementations is your dessert after

lunch.

Does this sound as an interesting opportunity? Then you are the right person. Still having

doubts, please read on! Already convinced? Send us your application!

Where you're going to get started

The Hybrid Platforms practice within BPS (Business Platform Services) consists of

infrastructure and architecture experts: hybrid system engineers, network and security

engineers, Linux consultants, cloud native engineers and cloud solution architects.
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Our hybrid platforms teams help our clients with data center management and data center

setup and maintenance. We offer on-premise and cloud solutions, both public and private.

This is because we believe in a solution that fits our customers' unique context and

business strategy. Often that is a healthy combination of cloud and on-premise.

This is you

You have an extensive experience in designing, implementing and supporting cloud projects

You have experience in brown- and greenfield approaches

Azure cloud technologies never bore you and inspire you to keep on learning

You are a trusted advisor, and you will lead your clients to new insights and get them

ahead of change.

Analysis of complex problems and tackling them with a commercial mindset is your cup of

tea.

You are a professional communicator, and you can communicate fluently in Dutch and

English

Benefits

You contribute to challenging projects at top international and Belgian companies in

diverse sectors

You work in a high-tech environment with a focus on knowledge and innovation, an open no-

nonsense business culture with space for personal initiative

You keep your technical and social skills up to date at our Ordina Academy you are supported

in obtaining certificates

You receive a competitive salary package with additional benefits such as a company car,

laptop, insurance package, luncheon vouchers, expense account etc.

You can take part in fun business and team building activities

Everyone is welcome to apply. Because we believe in the power of diversity and value

inclusion. After all, the best ideas and smartest solutions arise in diverse teams. That is exactly



why we pay so much attention to the composition of our high performance teams. So that

you feel at home and can get the best out of yourself.
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